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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates conditional generative adversarial networks (cGANs) to overcome a fundamental limitation of using geotagged media for geographic discovery, namely its sparse and uneven spatial distribution. We train a cGAN to generate ground-level views of a location given overhead imagery. We show the “fake” ground-level images are natural looking and are structurally similar to the real images. More significantly, we show the generated images are representative of the locations and that the representations learned by the cGANs are informative. In particular, we show that dense feature maps generated using our framework are more effective for land-cover classification than approaches which spatially interpolate features extracted from sparse ground-level images. To our knowledge, ours is the first work to use cGANs to generate ground-level views given overhead imagery in order to explore the benefits of the learned representations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mapping geographic phenomena on the surface of the Earth is an important scientific problem. The widespread availability of geotagged social media has enabled novel approaches to geographic discovery. In particular, “proximate sensing” [18], which uses ground-level images and videos available at sharing sites like Flickr and YouTube, provides a different perspective from remote sensing, one that can see inside buildings and detect phenomena not observable from above. Proximate sensing has been applied to map land use classes [38, 40], public sentiment [41], human activity [39], air pollution [19], and natural events [32], among other things. However, a fundamental limitation to using geotagged social media for mapping is its sparse and uneven spatial distribution. Unlike overhead imagery, it generally does not provide dense or uniform coverage.

This limitation restricts the kinds of maps that can be generated from geotagged social media. It also presents a challenge when this data is fused with overhead imagery. There has been great success on fusing overhead imagery with ground-level social media for problems such as land use classification [12, 21]. However, the maps produced by these approaches are at coarser spatial scales than the overhead imagery since the social media data is not available everywhere and therefore must be aggregated, say at the building or...
parcel level for land use classification. There has been less success on fusing the overhead imagery and ground-level social media at the resolution of the imagery. This is critical for producing finer scale, uniform maps as well as for areas where the aggregation units are not known a priori.

To our knowledge, Workman et al. [33] were the first to fuse overhead and ground-level imagery at the spatial resolution of the overhead imagery. They combine satellite and Google Street View (GSV) imagery to predict land use, building age, etc. They overcome the nonuniform spatial distribution of the GSV imagery by using Gaussian kernels to spatially interpolate features extracted from individual GSV images to match the resolution and coverage of the satellite imagery. However, as we showed in our previous work [5], such an approach is problematic in that it fails to infer the discontinuous spatial distribution of the ground-level image features. This motivates our novel work in this paper on more accurately estimating the spatial distribution of the ground-level image features.

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) have shown remarkable success in generating “fake” images that nonetheless look realistic. The key is learning the distribution of real-looking images in the space of all possible images. GANs accomplish this implicitly through a two-player game in which a generator, given random noise as input, learns to generate images which a discriminator cannot tell apart from real images. Once trained, the generator can be used to produce novel images given random noise as input.

Our problem is a bit different, though. We do not want to simply generate ground-level views that look realistic (or, more accurately, whose features are from the distribution of real images). We also want to know how these ground-level views vary spatially. We thus turn to conditional GANs (cGANs) in which the generator and discriminator are conditioned on some additional information. This auxiliary information can be a simple class label, for example, for estimating the spatial distribution of the ground-level image features. We do this by asking the question of what the ground-level view looks like on a dense spatial grid in order to derive the features. While this might seem to be an intractable problem, we believe that the recently proposed conditional generative adversarial networks provide an interesting solution.

The contributions of our work are as follows: (1) We propose a novel cGAN for generating ground-level views given overhead imagery. (2) We explore different representations/embeddings of the overhead imagery including image patches and convolutional neural network (CNN) features. (3) We demonstrate that our cGAN learns informative features that can be used, for example, to perform land-cover classification. (4) Finally, we compare the dense feature maps produced by our framework to those produced through interpolation in the context of land-cover mapping.

Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work and Section 3 provides the technical details of our framework. Section 4 describes the datasets, provides visualizations of the generated ground-level views, and presents quantitative results of the land-cover classification. Section 5 concludes.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Conditional Generative Adversarial Nets

In the last few years, GANs have been explored for various computer vision problems and have shown great promise for generating detailed images [10] compared to previous generative methods which resulted in smoothed images. They are still difficult to work with, however, and instability in training makes it challenging to produce high-resolution or high-quality images. A number of techniques have therefore been proposed [1, 2, 6, 9, 23, 25, 26, 30] to stabilize the training as well as improve the results.

A number of interesting applications have been studied, particularly in the conditional setting, and include semantic face completion, which aims to recover a masked face [20, 34], image style transfer [3, 15, 37], face rotation [13, 31], pose estimation [4, 22], face generation [20], super resolution [17], semantic image generation [7] and so on.

Pix2Pix [15] performs image translation by processing the input images using an auto-encoder or a U-Net for the generator. A PatchGAN architecture is used for the discriminator. The skip connections in the U-Net, in particular, allow the generator to pass through the overhead imagery. They combine satellite and Google Street View imagery. However, as we showed in our previous work [5], such an approach is problematic in that it fails to infer the discontinuous spatial distribution of the ground-level image features. Thus, we expect the overhead image to be informative about what the ground-level view looks like, ours is not a style transfer problem and so the Pix2Pix framework is not appropriate.

StackGAN [36] proposes a two-stage GAN to transform text descriptions into photo-realistic images. Text descriptions are extracted using a pretrained encoder and then text embeddings are produced with Gaussian conditioning variables from the description in order to mitigate discontinuities which can cause instability during training. While this is not an image translation task, we take inspiration from it and investigate methods to extract embeddings of our overhead imagery.

2.2 Representation Learning of GANs

While GANs can amaze due to how realistic the generated images look, their real power often lies in the learned representations and the application of these representations to image analysis problems such as classification. Importantly, these representations are learned in an unsupervised manner since the training data need only consist of real images. For example, Raford et al. [26] propose a deep convolutional GAN architecture (DCGAN) to not only generate photo-realistic images but also extract features for classification. A DCGAN model trained on ImageNet-1k dataset is used to extract features from the CIFAR-10 dataset. An SVM is then used to perform classification with respect to the CIFAR-10 classes. The DCGAN features achieve just 4% lower accuracy than an Exemplar CNN model [8] which is trained directly on the CIFAR-10 dataset.
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**Figure 2**: Network architecture: The generator takes as input an overhead image patch encoded to a vector and concatenated with a random vector. Its output is a realistic-looking but “fake” ground-level image. The discriminator tries to tell the difference between real and fake images. These two components play a competitive game during training.

This demonstrates the ability of GANs to learn useful features in an unsupervised manner. In our experiments below, we investigate the ability of GANs to learn useful features for land-cover classification.

### 2.3 Producing Dense Spatial Feature Maps

As already mentioned, a challenge to using geotagged social media for geographic discovery is its sparse and nonuniform distribution. Researchers have therefore investigated methods to spatially interpolate the features extracted from, for example, ground-level images to produce dense feature maps. This is the approach taken by Workman et al. in [33] to fuse VGG-16 features extracted from Google Street View images with high-resolution satellite imagery for dense land-use classification. However, as we showed in previous work [5], this interpolate-then-classify approach assumes that the ground-level features vary smoothly spatially which is often not the case. Instead, in this paper, we propose a novel method for generating dense ground-level feature maps by training a cGAN to generate fake ground-level images given overhead imagery and then using the learned representations as the features. The cGAN in a sense learns to predict “What is it like down there?” given overhead imagery.

### 2.4 Overhead to Ground-Level Cross-View Image Synthesis

We note there has been some prior and concurrent work on overhead to ground-level cross-view image synthesis. The prior work of Zhai et al. [35] learns to extract semantically meaningful features from overhead imagery by performing cross-view supervised training comparing the semantic segmentation of co-located Google Street View panoramas with segmentations generated from the overhead images that are transformed to ground-level view. The method is shown to be useful for weakly supervised overhead image segmentation, as well as a pre-training step for fully supervised segmentation; and for geo-locating and geo-orienting ground-level images. They do use the learned features to synthesize ground-level panoramas using a GAN-like architecture but these images are only visualized and not used for further analysis. And, only ground-level Street View images are considered. Street View images share significantly more structural similarity with co-located overhead images than our ground-level images which can be from any location, not just along streets.

Concurrent work by Regmi and Borji [28, 29] uses cGANs to synthesize ground-level Google Street View images using overhead imagery. However, the work is again limited to Street View images which share more structural similarity with overhead imagery. And, the goal is to produce visually high-quality ground-level images and not to use the synthesized images or their features for further geographic analysis.

### 3 METHODS

#### 3.1 Overview of Our Methods

Our work has two goals. First, to generate natural-looking ground-level views given overhead imagery, and, second, to explore the learned representations for dense land-cover classification. Section 3.2 briefly introduces GANs and conditional GANs, and then describes our framework for generating ground-level views given overhead imagery. Section 3.3 describes the different embeddings we explore to input the overhead imagery to the cGAN as well as the objective function we use to train the cGAN. Section 3.4 provides the network architecture and implementation details. Finally, Section 3.5 describes how we access the learned representations by making modifications to the output layer of the discriminator.

#### 3.2 GANs and cGANs

GANs [10] consist of two components, a generator and a discriminator. As shown in Figure 2, the generator $G$ generates realistic looking but fake images by upsampling vectors of random noise. The discriminator’s goal is to distinguish between real and fake
images through downsampling. GANs learn generative models through adversarial training. That is, $G$ tries to fool $D$, $G$ and $D$ are trained simultaneously. $G$ is optimized to reproduce the true data distribution by generating images that are difficult to distinguish from real images by $D$. Meanwhile, $D$ is optimized to differentiate fake images generated by $G$ from real images. Overall, the training procedure is similar to a two-player min-max game where $G$ and $D$ are trained simultaneously.

The objective function for training our cGAN to generate ground-level views from overhead imagery becomes

$$L_D = \mathbb{E}_{x \sim p_{data}} \left[ \log D(x, \phi(l_s)) \right] + \mathbb{E}_{z \sim p_z} \left[ \log (1 - D(G(z, \phi(l_s))), \phi(l_s)) \right]$$

$$L_G = \mathbb{E}_{z \sim p_z} \left[ 1 - \log D(G(z, \phi(l_s)), \phi(l_s)) \right]$$

where $l_s$ and $l_g$ refer to satellite image and ground-level images respectively, and $\phi(l)$ is the overhead image embedding.
**HSV image patch embedding** In order to investigate whether the color information in the overhead imagery is useful for our problem, we convert the $10 \times 10$ patches from RGB to HSV colorspaces and then form a normalized, 300D vector.

**CNN image feature embedding** The above embeddings are straightforward encodings of the overhead image patches. We also consider using a pre-trained VGG-16 model to encode the image patches as CNN features. This results in 1024D vectors which we reduce to 25D through dimensionality reduction. The motivation here is that CNNs have been shown to produce effective image encodings for a range of computer vision tasks.

### 3.4 Network Architecture and Implementation Details

GANs architectures can consist of either multi-layer perceptrons or convolutional networks. We adopt CNNs as they have been shown to be more stable during training [26]. Our CNNs consist of convolutional (conv) layers, followed by batchnorm [14] and leakyReLU steps, and so are referred to as a conv-batchnorm-leakyReLU architecture. Strided convolutions are used to increase or decrease the image resolution instead of maxpooling. Table 1 provides the details of our generator and discriminator networks. In Table 1, (a) and (b) are the network architectures for generator and discriminator individually, where $deconv$ denotes a transposed convolution layer, $conv$ denotes a convolution layer, $bn$ denotes batchnorm and $nf$ denotes the number of dimensions of the embedding function output.

The input to our generator is the concatenation of a 100D random noise vector and an $nf$ dimensional embedding of the overhead image patch. We concatenate these vectors before inputting them to the conv-batchnorm-leakyReLU architecture similar to the work on text-to-image generation in [36]. This is different from the work in [24] in which the two vectors are separately fed through convolutional layers and later concatenated. We find that concatenating first makes the training more stable. The output of our generator is a $64 \times 64$ pixel RGB ground-level image.

Our discriminator follows the same conv-batchnorm-leakyReLU architecture but the last layer is a sigmoid activation function which outputs a binary value corresponding to real or fake. The discriminator takes as input a ground-level image, real or fake, and the auxiliary information in the form of the overhead image patch. In the case of a real image, the overhead image patch is the actual overhead view of where the image is located. In the case of a fake image, the overhead image patch is what was used by the generator to produce the image. The output of the discriminator is its belief of whether the ground-level image is real or fake. Two different losses are used to train the discriminator depending on whether the input ground-level image is real or fake.

We implement our deep learning framework using PYTORCH\(^3\) and ADAM [16] is used as our optimizer. The initial learning rate is set to 0.0002. We train our cGAN for 400 epochs with a batch size of 128 on one NVIDIA GTX 980Ti GPU.

### 3.5 Generating Dense Feature Maps For Land-Cover Classification

Our goal is not just to see how well our generator can produce ground-level views given overhead imagery, but also to investigate whether our entire cGAN, the generator and discriminator, can learn novel representations for tasks such as classification. As an example application, we explore whether these representations are effective for land-cover classification. This would then allow us to generate dense ground-level feature maps given only overhead imagery.

We modify our cGAN to output features as follows. Following [26], we remove the last, sigmoid layer of our discriminator and add an average pooling layer. Our cGAN then outputs a 1024D feature vector given an overhead image patch. This feature can then be used to perform analysis at the spatial resolution of the overhead imagery (by using overlapping patches), such as per pixel classification, image segmentation, etc.

### 4 EXPERIMENTS

#### 4.1 Datasets and Land-Cover Classes

For land-cover classification, we use the ground-truth land-cover map LCM2015\(^6\) to construct our training and test datasets. This map provides land-cover classes for the entire United Kingdom on a 1km grid. We group these classes into two super-classes, urban and rural, and limit our study to a $71km \times 71km$ region containing London. The Geograph images are labeled as urban or rural based on the LCM2015 label of the $1km \times 1km$ grid cell from which they are downloaded. We realize this label propagation likely results in some noisy labels in our dataset.

Figure 3 shows that the Geograph images corresponding to our two land-cover classes are visually very different.

#### 4.2 Preprocessing Data

We resize our real ground-level images to measure $64 \times 64$ pixels to match the size of the images produced by our generator. This allows us to compare classification results of using the real images with the results of using the fake images.

#### 4.3 Generating Ground-Level Views Given Overhead Imagery

We trained our cGAN using 4,000 Geograph images and co-located overhead image patches split evenly between urban and rural locations. We then used our generator to produce ground-level views given overhead image patches at other locations. Figure 4 shows the overhead image patches and generated ground-level views corresponding to the three different overhead image embeddings. Also shown are the true ground-level images.

---

\(^3\)https://pytorch.org

\(^6\)https://eip.ceh.ac.uk/lcm/lcmdata
Figure 3: Examples of Geograph images for (a) urban locations and (b) rural locations.

Table 2: Land-cover classification accuracy with features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Embedding from Google satellite images</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grayscale image patches</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSV image patches</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>93.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VGG-extracted image features</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>93.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>cGAN generated image features</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>82.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conditioned on different embeddings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grayscale image patches</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>86.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSV image patches feature</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>74.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VGG-extracted image features</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>61.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>cGAN generated image features</td>
<td>1024+100</td>
<td>86.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conditioned on different embeddings + embeddings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grayscale image patches + image patches</td>
<td>1024+100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSV image patches + image patches</td>
<td>1024+300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VGG-extracted image features + image features</td>
<td>1024+25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-34</td>
<td>Ground-level images</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>58.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpolated CNN features</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the difficulty of our task, the results in Figure 4 demonstrate that our proposed cGAN framework is able to produce surprisingly reasonable ground-level views given the overhead image patches. The results of the grayscale embedding are the most realistic looking and generally align well with the real images. This is particularly true for the rural scenes with lots of grass, trees and sky. Urban scenes are more complex with detailed objects with crisp boundaries and the results look less realistic. However, similar to the real images, the generated ground-level views corresponding to the two land-cover classes are visually very distinct, at least for the grayscale embedding.

The results of the HSV embedding are not as realistic looking as that of the grayscale embedding. This is somewhat surprising since it seems the additional color information would be informative. The 300D vector embeddings might simply be too large for training the cGAN.

The results of the CNN feature embedding are poor. The images are not realistic looking and there is not much distinction between the two land-cover classes. We will investigate this further in future work as it seems the CNN features should be able to encode the overhead image information.

In summary, while it is unlikely the generated ground-level views would be mistaken for real images, the results of the grayscale and HSV embeddings are very representative of what things look like on the ground. We believe this is an impressive outcome given that these images are generated solely using 10 × 10 pixel overhead image patches.

4.4 Generating Ground-Level Image Features Given Overhead Imagery

We now investigate whether our trained cGAN has learned representations useful for other tasks such as classification. We compare land-cover classification using our learned representation with interpolating between real ground-level images.

We download Geograph images and co-located overhead imagery corresponding to 20,000 locations. The land-cover classes of these locations are known from the LCM2015 ground truth map. These locations are split into 16,000 training locations and 4,000 test locations.

We first make sure that the overhead image patches themselves are representative of the land-cover classes. We train SVM classifiers (with RBF kernels) using the different embeddings of the overhead image patches as input (again, we know the classes of these patches). We then apply the SVMs to the overhead image patches corresponding to the test locations. The results are shown at the top of Table 2. All three classifiers achieve over 95% accuracy on the test set which indicates the overhead image patches are representative of the two classes and are thus suitable candidates as auxiliary information for our cGANs.
We now evaluate our learned representation. For each of the 20,000 locations, we generate a 1024D feature by applying our modified cGAN (see Section 3.5) to the overhead image patch for that location. We then train and test an SVM classifier. This is done separately for the three different overhead image embeddings. The classification results are shown in Table 2. The grayscale embedding performs the best, achieving an accuracy of 82.33%, demonstrating that our cGAN has learned a useful representation. For context, learning a ResNet-34 [11] classifier on the 16,000 real ground-level training images and then applying it to the 4,000 real ground-level test images results in 88.2% accuracy. The performance of our learned representation is not far off this gold standard.
The classification results of the HSV and CNN feature embeddings are 72.12% and 61.82% respectfully. Again, the grayscale embedding seems best.

We now evaluate the performance of interpolating between real ground-level images. We divide the ResNet-34 classifier learned from the 16,000 real ground-level training images into a feature extractor and a classifier. The feature extractor is applied to the 16,000 training images to derive a 512D feature for each of the 16,000 locations. The 512D features at the 4,000 test locations are derived by spatially interpolating the features at the 16,000 training locations using a Gaussian kernel. The classifier is then applied to the interpolated features. As shown in Table 2, this results in an accuracy of only 58.33%, much worse than our proposed cGAN framework which is able to achieve 82.33%.

Finally, for completeness, we concatenate the cGAN learned representations and the overhead image embeddings, and train and evaluate an SVM classifier. As shown in Table 2, this improves upon the performance of only using the cGAN representations.

### 4.5 Creating Dense Feature Maps

In our final experiment, we use our cGAN framework to produce a dense ground-level feature map given overhead imagery. The cGAN feature map is then used to generate a land-cover map. We compare this map with ones produced by classifying densely-sampled ground-level images as well as by an interpolate-then-classify [5, 33] approach applied to sparsely-sampled images.

The left image in Figure 5 shows the ground truth map based on LCM2015. Again, this is a 71×71 gridded region in which each cell corresponds to a 1km×1km square.

To produce a land-cover map based on densely-sampled ground-level images, we download 10 Geograph images for each cell, keeping track of the locations. This results in 71×71×10 = 50,410 images in total. The ResNet-34 classifier trained earlier is applied to the 10 images in each grid cell and the majority label is assigned to the cell. This results in the second map from the left in Figure 5.

To produce a land-cover map based on our cGAN framework, we use our modified cGAN to extract features from overhead patches at the locations of the 50,410 images. We then apply the SVM classifier trained earlier to the features for the 10 locations in each grid cell and again assign the majority label to the cell. This results in the third map from the left in Figure 5.

Finally, to produce a land-cover map using an interpolate-then-classify approach, we use the ResNet-34 feature extractor to extract features from just 836 of the 50,410 ground-level images. Spatial interpolation is then used to estimate the features at the remaining locations and the ResNet-34 classifier is applied. Implementation details can be found in [5]. The majority label is again used to label the grid cells. This results in the map on the right in Figure 5.

### 4.6 Limitations of the Generated Views

We investigate whether the generated images themselves, as opposed to the learned representations, are useful for classification. We generate 20,000 fake images corresponding to the 20,000 locations used in Section 4.4 using overhead image patches. We then learn a ResNet-34 classifier using the 16,000 fake images corresponding to the training locations and apply it to the 4,000 fake images corresponding to the test locations. The classification accuracies corresponding to the three overhead image embeddings are shown in Table 4. Also shown on the top row is the accuracy of the ResNet-34 classifier learned and applied to the real ground-level images. The fake images are seen not to be as effective for classification as the real images or the learned representations (see Table 2). This is likely a result of our generated images lacking the details that the real images or the learned representations (see Table 2).

### 5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We investigate cGANs for generating ground-level views and the corresponding image features given overhead imagery. The generated ground-level images look natural, although, as expected, they lack the details of real images. They do capture the visual distinction between urban and rural scenes. We show the learned representations are effective as image features for land-cover classification.

In particular, the representations are almost as effective at classifying locations into urban and rural classes as the real ground-level images. We use the cGANs to generate dense feature maps. These feature maps are more effective for producing land-cover maps than dense samples of ground-level images. Our proposed method is not limited to land-cover classification. It provides a framework to create dense feature maps for other applications.

This research represents our preliminary work on this problem. We plan to develop cGANs that can generate more detailed ground-level views that can be used directly for image classification, etc. The training of the cGANs is still very unstable. We will therefore also investigate other techniques and architectures to make the training of cGANs more stable for our particular problem.
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Figure 5: Ground truth and predicted land-cover maps. From left to right: ground truth map; map generated using ResNet-34 applied to a dense sampling of ground-level images; map generated using cGAN generated features; and map generated using interpolated features. (brown: urban, green: rural) The dots in the ground truth represent the locations of the sparse ground-level images used in the interpolation (yellow: urban, blue: rural)
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